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Abstract  

  Global pandemics h ad brought many changes in human way of living that hazardously affect the 

livelihood so any strategy towards treating this pandemic seems very tiny while dealing with COVID-19 

PPE’s (Personal Protective Equipment) like m asks, ventilators, rapid diagnostic testing facilities that are 

pre-requisitely require in extraordinary quantities etc. Even though the pandemics brought huge loss to 

humanity but they created a window to new opportunities. Dynamic invention along with scientific 

discovery in the PPE’s category contributing to rapid diagnostic testing that can be applied with rigorous 

efforts to take part in it. Importantly we require focusing upon protection against tiny respiratory droplets 

that come out during coughing and sneezing of the lethal infected and airborne transmission. The 

presence of tiny droplets remains in the surrounding till when the people with the virus leave the area. 

We can work on advance Remodeling of mask named as fluorescence based sensor mask APPROACH” 

where we have to change the mask making it more advance by embedding the Oximeter-chip sensor that 

measure the oxygen rate also could watch the rate of inhalation with different measuring units that are 

itself attached with that oximeter chip with attached fluorescent group . it measure the normal inhalation 

rate and quantify the level of infection by sensing the breathing activity and also can monitor the rate of 

Carbon dioxide with dye sensitive approach., We can also check the rate of Surrounding emitted pollutant 

gases with having the oximeter chip -sensor mask that starts Beep with a particularly set- designed value 

for every rate of emission that can lethality affect our body that can be monitored. This approach is 

scientifically based on fighting over the challenges of this pandemic s ituation along with other diseases 

that occur due to surrounding harmful gases.   
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Note/Introduction/Hypothesis/Background Research   

Despite the significant m edical progress over the last century, there is enhance increment in growing no 

of infectious pathogen. These p athogens are epidemic and considered to pose a general threat to human 

pace by spreading different geographical regions. As per the Recent investigation and evidence of report 

from various countries it has been culminated that pandemics and epidemics have ravaged the country 

economy and loss of human life. W e are eventually streamed b y our lack of autonomy over this 

pandemic. The environment could be affected by lethal things or toxic activity that i s anthropogenic. 

Viruses are basically are the causative organism of m any deadly diseases and have cause a variety of 

pandemics and epidemics throughout the course of h istory.   

In order to mitigate the impact of epidemics, scientist and medical professional are working hard to 

develop vaccines and treatments a long with diagnosis for all major pathogen/virus strains so that 

infectious diseases outbreak can be nipped at bud. Our novel approach should follow the design of 

synthetic or semisynthetic multivalent b inder that interferes with pathogen adhesion [1]. Although 
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providing therapeutic options for eradication of highly lethal virus and biosensor approach can be a 

breakthrough approach t o monitor and diagnose the diseases is a   promising platform to modulate a nd 

recognize the airborne pathogen by trapping them thorough sensing activity and also analyze the 

breathing rate [2].  

A biosensor is a logical device based on analytical approach, which is employed for the detection of a 

chemical substance which requires a combination of a sensitive biological component such as antibody, 

organelles, m icroorganism, nucleic acid, enzymes constitute to biochemical reactions that can be 

detected through electrical Chemical and optical signal by employing physicochemical detector [3]. The 

biological component is a biologically derived material that interacts, b inds, or recognizes the analyte 

under study.   

Recent investigation b ased on working on biosensors have revolutionized the area of research ,The 

cultivation of scientific data based information on pandemic has enabled the researcher to develop a 

sensor that i s able to precisely detect SARS-CoV-2, t he virus which is responsible for causing COVID-19 

diseases . However Lot of efforts is require to made it possible at before it turns at commercial level so 

that it could b e employed widely in hospitals,laboratories, railway platforms in order to defeat the spread 

of t his pandemics that has devastated human lives [4] .Considering many people find it difficult to breathe 

c omfortably while wearing masks to protect themselves against COVID-19, current researchers have 

developed a multipurpose algae-based respirator w hich can filter out 99.3 percent of the lethal gasses 

and the presence of small particles in the air, while increasing the amount of oxygen passing through it 

[5]. The problem we are stating is how can a person differentiate or identify the types of respiratory 

disorder that is responsible for affecting their breathing rate. How can a person identify on the basis of 

pulse oximeter s ensors whether they are Covid suffering due to asymptomatic symptoms because in 

every disease o ur breathing rate is the first indicator in which our oxygen rate varies with the normal 

one.   

We are focusing on the parameters o f Biosensor application in the form of an oximeter sensor that is 

embedded on a mask along with a   fluorophore group covered with Nanofilter.  Materials and 

Methods/procedure/Project Overview  

  

The birth of a pandemic (COVID-19) has revolutionized the supply chain , medical research and other 

related sectors a t the peak by affecting the Respiratory system of our body and can lead to affect our 

immunity l evel can result in a huge demand for face masks. We are focusing on the similar parameters 

and will make the interdisciplinary approach in which we are able to trap the infectious agent and we can 

unveil it through this approach of b iosensor.   

  

Pulse Oximeter sensor i s asymptomatic method for determining the person's oxygen rate along with the 

rate of heart pumping oxygen to body , it gives us the information of Reading of peripheral oxygen 

saturation (SpO2) however it is not always similar to the more expected reading of artery carrying blood 

oxygen saturation (SaO2) level if gas measurement is done [6].The most serious problem that our 

environment i s facing is Hazardous gas and ion pollutants. It is a prerequisite required for us t o develop 

strategy in order to mitigate their impact from our surroundings. Fluorescence technology h as attracted 

a lot of attention in recent years due to high resolution and operational s implicity [7].   
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The phenomenon of O rganic fluorescent dyes can be understood on the basis of its t endency of 

absorbance/emittance of lights within a h uge wavelength range, which is suitable for various  

Research demands. T here are certain examples which are widely employed for study of various 

Chromophores that is p erylene, cyanine dyes, spiropyran, and s o on, are widely studied as fluorescent 

probes for gases and ions [8]. The dyes could respond to external stimuli through structural changes of t 

he conjugated chromospheres itself or the attached functional groups, leading to identify spectral 

changes on the basis o f color [9].   

  

The role of cloth masks can be analyzed during t he current global spread of pandemicCOVID19. I n fact it 

is the important tool and personal p rotective equipment Although, there is only limited information we 

have on t he production of various commonly available fabrics used in cloth masks [10].However, t here 

is an important need to determine filtration efficacy with respect to function of aerosol p articulate sizes 

that lie within the range of10 nm to 10 μm range, which is distinctly appropriate for respiratory virus 

transmission [11]. Several studies have been carried for common fabrics i ncluding cotton, silk, chiffon, 

flannel, various synthetics, and their combinations [12]. R ecent investigations and surveys have 

concluded the filtration tendency for v arious fabrics when a single layer was used within a range from 5 

to 80% and 5 to 95% for particle sizes of <300 n m and >300 nm, respectively, the efficiencies seems 

improved when multiple layers were used along w ith definite combination of various Nano- fabrics[13].   

  

Steps need to be followed by considering t he above protocol   

1- Measure the breathing rate , compare it w ith Normal breathing rate and can give information to 

the patient that they are prone to breathing diseases if their breathing rate gets led down with normal 

one. Basically an Oximeter sensor is a small, clip-like device that attaches to a body part, like toes or an 

earlobe [14]. There are several breathing rate problems that firstly affect t he Blood pressure and oxygen 

concentration o f our body like Asthma, emphysema, bronchiolitis etc.   

Mostly in every Disease our breathing rate is foremostly affected so this ideology can get over that one. 

This oximeter we are mounting o n the Beneath the Mask which starts to beep As per normal pulse rate 

g et down. It having range or units that give signal for particular range of breathing disorder limit value  

  

2- Fluorescence group play very great role i t help in quantifying the level of detecting surroundings 

gases largest percentage, we can get to know about pollutant agents that are presenting amidst of us . 

We can place it over the mask upper portion tube that changes its color once it contracts with any 

poisonous harmful gases like carbon dioxide, Nitrogen etc.   

  

3- We can use Nano filter cloths/Nylon filters that are wrapped over that Fluorescence dye group 

which could filter micron level of particles to enter through or mask. It can trap the particle’s that can be 

responsible f or other infectious diseases.   

Conclusion and discussion:  

  

This Approach should b e applied in a disciplined manner that can benefit t he peoples who are suffering 

from different b reathing syndromes,smokers, asthmatic etc. A s per the previous researches came out 
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with good analysis of data that was based specifically on sensor approach in similar manner this prototype 

can b e a great innovation during this pandemic challenge. We can win over it by applying these science 

based technology driven thoughts.   

  

“We cannot be a great scientist/ Researcher unless we perform it”.  
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